Buying unwanted gold for a good cause

By Diane C. Lane

Two South Plantation High School students make their way home through puddle-filled streets on Monday. More

Gold-buying booths and parties are popping up at churches and temples, condo complexes and school functions. Even organizers say their supporters’ old jewelry and cut-out coins have generated cash for their causes at a time when raising money is getting harder — but gold prices are soaring, with prices at $1,682 an ounce Monday.

There is only so much candy or wrapping paper that hard-working school organizers have in them, but some are turning to high-priced gold tickets. In recent years, gold-buying events have become the precious metals equivalent of Tupperware parties, with people hosting home gatherings and getting a cut of the proceeds. With fundraisers, it’s the charity that gets gold — but gold goes anywhere from $1,600 to $1,800 an ounce depending on top of what the buyer pays the seller.

Please turn to GOLD, 2A

Legislator seeks ban on debit card fee

By Kathleen Hays

TALLAHASSEE — Angry over announcements from several nationwide banks about new debit card fees, a South Florida lawmaker is asking the Legislature to ban them.

Rep. Jeff Clemmons, D-Dade, has proposed legislation that would ban fees from charging debit card user fees.

“Things are moving forward on all fronts,” said Dev Motwani, the air show promoter. “I’m very confident. We’re making our plans soar.”

Like air traffic controllers or airline pilots, Motwani noted, “they’re going to try to stick it to us.”

As part of a national financial

Please turn to FEE, JA

Skins appear clear for air show back at beach

By Anthony Man

Promoters working on bringing back an aerial extrav-

an event that would ban fees from charging debit card user fees.

“The bottom line is the bottom line,” Motwani said. “This is free access to your money,” he said. “And now that this is free access to your money, they’re going to try to stick it to us.”

Please turn to SHOW, JA

Storm alerts

Sign up for storm alert alerts and know when a storm will strike South Florida
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The red Baron Squadron flyer can be seen in the crowd during the air show in 2010. The show is set to return next year.
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